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•

DR. RICHARD DAUGHERTY, Archaeologist from the Deparilnent of Sociology and
Aritfitopology at Waslu.ngton State College, Pullman, will be our September
speaker. His subject will be "Early Man in Western North America." Special
emphasis will be on the Northwest and Dr. Daugherty will accompany his talk
with slides.

DR. DOUGLAS OSBORNE, our former Executive Secretary, was the guest speaker
at the August meeting. He talked to us about the Archa.eologica1 Survey he
and :or. Richard Daugherty have been conducting in the Grand Coulee region of
Ea.stern Washington this summer. Previous to this survey no archaeology had
been done in the Grand Coulee.

Dr. Osborne gave a brief sununary of how the Coulee·was fo:nned by the diversion
of waters during the last major glaciation some 12,000 to 181 000 years ago.

All that remains of the tremendous flow of water that once f'ell over the

present Dry Falls are a few lakes at the bottom of the Coulee. These lakes
formed a steady supply of water and game which was important to the early
Indian population. Flint chippings in mcxierate numbers are fo'\llld in the area
but no large ~posits of midden.
.
Following these opening remarks, Mt'. Charles Nelson showed a number of color
35 nun. slides of cave sites near Lake Lenore. Dr. Osborne explained that
these caves are primarily filled with basalt rock and most artifacts are displaced when the rock is removed.

•

The amounts of artifacts found are not good and usually in the upper 6 inches
to 12 inches. Since most of the caves in this area are one-half to one hour•s
climb and not easily accessible to water they were probably used as camping
shelters or refuge places and not for permanent habitation. Five of these
caves were examined by the crew this summer•
An intensive search was made for open sites of which four were dug -- two

of them yielding well.
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South of Sun Lakes in a canyon near a spring, a house pit was discovered.
Here a trench was dug and a profile obtained. Two distinct bands of soil
were found ~ the upper one humus and below that sand. There was evidence
that a later people had put their house pit on an older midden site. Artifacts were found in the older hori~on. From the material dug in this one
site, Dr. Osborne made some tentative observations. Because of the type of
artifacts turned up he thinks that the southern and northern cultures must
have met here in the Coulee. Micro blades, which are small flakes struck
from a core, were found in numbers. These blades have turned up in the
San Juan Islands, in South Central B.c. where they have been dated at 2.500
years ago, and have also been found in Arctic Pre-Eskimo culture· dating
9, 000 to 10, 000 years ago. Also excavated were grinding and m~ling tools
such as manas (hand stones) and grinding slabs which are indicitive of the
desert cultures of Northern Mexico, New Mexico, California, Eastern Oregon,
and Eastern Washington.
Some large choppers and tubular quartzite scrapers were also excavated.
All the game bones were well masserated and may have been boiled for bone

grease. Dr. Osborne surmised that these people needed aJ.l the calories they
could get. The bone grease may also have been used for cosmetic purposes.

Pictographs were found near this spring where the excavation took place.
No trade goods were: found.
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W-A-S AND THE NEWS
Members of the W-A-S are invited to note the appearance of an article entitled
Digging !! ~ ~ Start, unc;\er the by-line of Lee Gooding., which was published
J.n the Magazine Section of the SeattJ.e Times · on Sunday, August 17, 1958. The
author, in real life Dr. Massey•s wii'e, June, points out that the remQval of
artifacts from the ground is only the beginning of the task. The role of the
W-A-S in the analysis of the material 'Which the Society has removed is described.
Photographs of some of our members further augment the article.
,..

It is encouraging to note the publication of this article in one of our local
papers, for the neglect of the local papers to take a stand on the subject of pothunting has been notewort~. Two articles recentJ.y appeared in the Times which
placed pothunters in a favorable light. This is particularly unf9rtunate since
one usually assumes that the press owes an obligation to uphold the dicta tea of
ethics anl law. They should at least point out that digging for artifacts in
many places in Washington, which have been most popular with the pothunters, is
a violation of Federal Law.

A:Ir:!' influence or

means of persuasion which can be brought to bear in persuading
the ~ess to take a more favorable stand should be utilized. It appears that our
Society can perform a rea1 service in education and that any contributions which
can be made in this area will be of real import.

•

THE ORIGm OF ARCHAEOLOGICAL SFECIMENS
ON THE WEST SHORE OF FI.¢lTHEAD LAKE
A Canposite, as told to c. Malouf and T. White
by l{utenai informants, 1950

Flathead Lake· used to freeze over very hard for a long time, and people would
cross on the ice from one side to the other in order to hunt. One large party
had a camp on the east shore of the lake, at Edwardsl_, and started to cross over·
to the west side. They were going to visit with people on the Little Bitterroot,
where it enters the Flathead River.
East of Wild Horse Island they saw some elk horns sticking out of the ice, and one
of the women said, "I'm going to cut one off and make some use of it.n Another
vmman said, "No, youtd better not do anything with it. You know what that is.11
But the first woman said, "I'm going to try it anyhow." So she started pUlling
on the horns. All at once the ice began to break up, and they knew they would
drown. One of the women said, "I'm going to· try the shiney ball2,, I'm going to
be a shiney ball•" And the other woman said, "I •m going to be a hoop game ring3.n
So they began to botJnce and roll around, and that is· how· they got out of thereo
But all the rest of the party died on the broken ice, and their belongings were
washed up on shore.
lwoods Bay?

•

2A ball made of hair •
3A small r:ing (gambling) ma.de by the Indians for use in a game.
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THE ORIGJN OF PICTOGRAPHS
As Told to Carling :Malouf and Thain White by Babtise Mathias
(~aken from Archaeologieal S~tes in the Flathead Lake Region,
Montana., A Symposium, edited by G'll'lett Griswold, Anthropology
and Socio!ogy Paper No. 1$, Montana State University, Missoula,
Montana, 1953.)

The old manl told me one time there was a flood. The water began to rise,
and there were a few nupeeka2 in a canoe. It was going to tip over. These
spirits, these nupeeka, knew what was coming. They lmew, too, that this
place was going to be taken over 'by people later. They lmew it was about
time for that so they got together and discussed the matter.
"It•s about time to get together here. Let•s do something about these people
coming. Let•s do something about it that will help."
The water was high by then, but they .c ould still reach the cliff at the edge
of the water from their canoe.
"Each one of us will put his signature on the rock, and we 111 put dovm
we are going to help these people when they come, what vie are going to
them. There must be some way to help them get started. EVerything is
and destroyed. It will be a long :time before things come back to this
again."

how

do for
wet
world

•

So they held a big meeting there at the Painted Rocks, near Rollins. Up on
top of t~e hill it is flat, vd th a king of a circular place where they could
sit3. So they were there, and they began this discussion, and when they were
through one of them stood up and said, "I•m· going to give this power to them.
If tP,ey seek me for it :t•ll give it to them, and I•ll give them a song. I'll
put my signature on this rock, and when they come they will lmow it is mine."
Finally all the nupeeka put their names on the rock, all over the rocks.
.

.

V.ihere Kerr Dam is now some nupeeka put their signatures, too, tater on some
Indians also put their signatures there., and put marks, red marks or lines,
to show how long they had been there.
The symbols are names, and the lines show how long they were there.
hundred years ago, maybe one thousand years ago.

One

lHis father, born in 1826.
2 Gua.rdian spirits or their forerunners.

3An ampitheater.

Also, see Footnote

4.
..
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When the white people came there were diseases,, and the Indians that got them
went to these places to seek nupeeka4. They put their names down there and
how many days they were there. Names like Standing Bear,, Three star, Walking
Bear. It shows they got their power or medicine there.
one thing they can rt read there any more are the dates.
flood sometime.

But it was after the

There are some more marks on a rock out in the lake5. You have to swim out
there to see them, and also, there are some on an island in the lake.
Editor•s Comment:
Since the Kutenai explain the origin of the Flathead Lake pictographs primarily in terms of the supernatural 1 it can be assumed that the writings are the
work of people who preceded them in this area. Their subsidiary explanation
that some of the inscriptions were added by Indians after the arrival of the
whites is of doubtful validity in the instance of the Painted Rocks and ]Jayton
Panels. Neither of the reports on these sites mention any variation in the
degree of weathering or relative freshness of the paintings - a matter that
would almost certainly have come to the attention of the observers if such
had been the case.

•

But though the myth is of little value in determining the sources and meaning
of the pictographs; it is of considerable interest in other respects. In type
it is a flood myth, yet it differs greatly both from two flood myths of the
Upper Kutenai published by Boas in Kutenai Tales6 and f'rom the more typical
of' the widespread Indian deluge legends of northern. North .America7.
Characteristically, the myths of the Kutenai are linked into groups or cycles
centering upon a common subject, and reveal close relationships with those of
other northwestern tribes8. These traits are evident in the Upper Kutenai ~:· .
flood myths published by Boas.· The two tales are obviously linked, for they
are identical in many respects, and both follow a stereotyped pattern, the --·
incident of' the faithless wif'e, that occurs throughout the continent. They
also include details that are particularly representative of the northern
4In the sense used here, nupeeka signifies the medicine powers that
the Kutenai believe their guardian spirits possess. under certain circumstances these powers are shared with or given by the spirits t.o. the Indians
who seek them.
5otter Rock near Somers.

6Boas, F. · Kutenai Tales, together with texts collected by Alexander
Francis Cb&iiberlain. Bureau of American Ethnology, Bulletin 59.
Washington: Government Printing Office, 1918, pp 41, 219-225.

•

7Boas _F.
1
PP 4J.O,

Race . Language and Culture.

1
4W,-459,
450

-

BBoas, Kutenai Tales, p 281.

.

N.Y. The Macmillan Co., 1940 •
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area9. Chicken Ha.wk 1 who is the outraged husband in both tales 1 mortally
wounds his wife 1s lover and t ha dying lover drinks up ·all the water in the
country. To relieve the ensuing drought Chicken Ha.wk pulls his arrow out of
his enemy and the water gushes fort~ to form a flood that drives all the
people to the top of the mountains. The subsidence of the flood is f:inally
effected by Chicken Hawk•s medicine powerlO•
A fundamental difference, then, between the :Mathias myth and these legends is·· ·
in the matter of plot. They contrast also in the fact that human acts caused
the deluge in the Upper Kutenai tales, while in the Mathias legend no people
existed at the ti.me and place of the flood.11, The legends also differ in the
time-span. The Mathias myth involves transition from a mythological period to
modern timeal2. The Upper Kutenai tales deal with a single mythological
period.
·
It is clear from this comparison tha. t The Origin of Pictographs is not derived
from cycle represented by these two flood legends. Since it is also dissimilar
to the other groups of legends recorded in Kutenai Tales and to the general run
of aboriginal flood legends of the Northwest·, lri the iril'erence follows that it
is a localized tale of independent origin. At the same time, the nature of
some of its differences suggests that the myth has undergone modification as a
result of white religious influence. This is not unusual. Biblical stories
and attitudes have often been assimilated in whole or in part in Indian myths,
as instanced by those Teit found among the Thompson Indians of British Columbia1 3•
The canoe in the Mathias legend, which has no counterpart in the Upper Kutenai
flood tales may be an example of this. Again, the concept of a meeting of
spirits preceding the coming of man contrasts decidedly with the animal councils
that plan for the future in the usual myths on this topic in the Plateau and the
bordering plains14 • Even the f'lo6d element d!n The Origin of' Pictographs may
conceivably have been derived from Scripture, though this is questionable· in
view of the wide distribution of native deluge legends in this area.

47$.
1DJ3oas, Kutenai Tales, pp 41, 2cr.9-225.
9Boas, Race, p

llWhether the M~thias story refers to a time before people existed anywhere
or merely to a period preceding their arrival in this area is impossible
to determine from context. Its vagueness in this respect is typical of
many Indian tales. In any event, it does not deal with the origin of man.
Origin of man tales are conspicuously lacking in KUtenai mythology.

12Linking further thoughts of conf'-µ.sion to the many of the pr~blems .one more
may be mentioned here, Please refer to: A Theory of Possib'J.e Habitation
Around Glacial Lake Missoula, M. S. Dave :ri'rom, Montana State mu.varsity,

1955.

----

l3Boas, Race, pp 523-524; Teit, J. A. M:Ythology of the Thompson Indians,
Publications of the Jesup North Pacific Expeait'Ioiii; Vol. B, 1913, pp 399 ff •
l4Boas, Race, p

472.

•
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The Mathias myth deviates most noticeably from the norm, however, in its ethical
aspect. The typical predecessor beings in Indian tales are not inspired by any
desire to aid mankind. on the contrary their activities are primarily directed
toward satisfying their own selfish ends, and only incidentally do some of their
actions benefit man. This attitude is reversed in the Mathias legend, where
purely benevolent motives are ascribed to the nupeeka. Boas, on the basis of
extensive investigations of Indian mythology,, believes that such changes in the
ethical outlook of predecessor beings are a result of historical development
from the pr:ilnitive to the modern point of viewl5.
Certainly the Mathias myth has had every opportunity to assimilate B:iblical
elements. The Flathead Lake K'Utenai are nominal catholics,, and Jesuit missionaries have been in the Flathead Lake region since 1841. The myth was not
recorded until 1950, and has therefore been exposed to Scriptural influences
for about 100 years. Qn·· the other hand the two Boas flood myths, which seem
far more native in concept than the Mathias legend, were collected many years
before, one in 1891 and the other in 1914. Consequently, they had much less
time in which to um.ergo modifications.
These particularly indicate that The origin of Pictographs is a localized
legend representing at least a partial synthesis of Indian mythology and
Biblical concepts.

•

Another myth of the Flathead Lake Kutenai tells how the artifacts along the
vtest shore of the lake c rune to be the re. Two versions exist: in one, told
by Babtise Mathias, only two women were involved; in the other which was obtained from a number of informants, the women were accompanied by a large
group of people. In other respects the tm myths are identical. The camposite version, since it is more in keeping with the great number of artifacts
to be explained, is the one 100ntio:ned here.

15Ibid,

pp

409-415, 474.
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